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A sweeping saga of a military wife and her search for happiness from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Hidden. Having left
behind a bitter childhood, Ruby Connors quickly finds that marriage is not quite the escape she imagined. Instead, as a military wife in
Washington, DC, loneliness turns out to be her most dependable companion. But determined to realize her faith in happiness, she raises her
two children in a nurturing, beautiful home that mirrors her resourcefulness and good sense. It’s the perfect environment in which to bake
delicious, unforgettable cookies. After years of struggle, Mrs. Sugar’s Cookies succeeds beyond Ruby’s wildest dreams. But closest to her
heart is the memory of the man she longs for in her soul . . . “Pleasant prose fortified by good plotting . . . Readers should enjoy this bustling
tale.” —Publishers Weekly Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels “Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and Personal
“Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous “A pageturner and one of the author’s best romantic suspense tales to date.” —Fresh Fiction on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
A couple brought together and torn apart by the Vietnam War find each other again in California in this saga by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author. Casey Adams, a dedicated nurse, loses her heart overseas to idealistic officer Mac Carlin, heir to an immense
fortune. Then tragedy strikes . . . Believing that Casey has died in an explosion, Mac returns grief-stricken to San Francisco to a life he never
wanted. But Casey is still alive, keeping Mac in the dark after learning that he kept from her a shattering secret. Once home, Casey finds
healing in the hands and heart of a brilliant plastic surgeon and forges ahead under a new name and with a new career. But fate charts a
collision course for her and Mac, now a U.S. senator who doesn’t recognize the compelling TV producer getting under his skin. For Casey,
this full-circle journey cannot be denied, no matter what. For only by reclaiming the woman she was and the life she lost can she embrace the
magic of unexpected love . . . “Her most haunting and passionate novel yet.” —Affaire de Coeur Praise for Fern Michaels and Her Novels
“Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.” —Booklist on Return to Sender “A big, rich book in every way . . . I think Fern Michaels has struck
oil with this one.” —Patricia Matthews on Texas Rich “Michaels’s highly developed skills as a storyteller are evident in the affable characters,
suspenseful plot, and delightful romance.” —Publishers Weekly on Deep Harbor
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In this Christmas romance novella, a struggling veterinarian isn’t about to let a wealthy man steal her home . . . but he might steal her heart.
Some people think owning buckets of money gives them the right of way. Well, if cosmetic king Peter King thinks he’s going to buy struggling
veterinarian Andi Evans’s family property out from under her, he's got another thing coming. This Christmas, Andi is not in a giving mood . . .
but is she ready to receive something her heart never expected? Praise for the writing of #1 New York Times–bestselling author Fern
Michaels “Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.” —Booklist on Return to Sender “Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of
serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous Previously Published in I’ll Be Home For Christmas.
This Christmas, the biggest gift is justice: Third in the exhilarating three-part series by the #1 New York Times-bestselling author! Victory is
sweet, but for the Sisterhood and their allies, it's also short-lived. Now that they've convinced some coldblooded slum landlords to pay very
dearly for their crimes, the Men of the Sisterhood are ready for another mission. While Jack Emery prepares a Christmas feast at his house,
the gang gathers to provide one of their own with a yuletide miracle. Nikki, Jack's wife, has been handling class-action lawsuits filed by
victims of Andover Pharmaceuticals. A new leukemia drug was supposed to save children's lives. Instead, it destroyed them. Andover is
fighting the suit with all its wealth and influence, and Nikki is losing hope. It's time for Jack and his crew to give Andover a taste of its own
medicine—and show them that messing with the Sisterhood's other half has all kinds of unpleasant side effects. . . “The Men of the Sisterhood
series has it all.” —RT Book Reviews
The Sisterhood will stamp out injustice—wherever they find it. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Under the Radar. When it
comes to repaying a debt, the women of the Sisterhood—Myra, Annie, Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko, Nikki, and Isabelle—never forget. And now one of
their allies needs help only they can give. A powerful attorney with a cut-throat reputation, Lizzie Fox has just taken on a high-profile new
client—Lily Flowers, the Madam of a high-end bordello operating under the guise of a summer camp. The chips—a.k.a. the prominent
Washington politicians who frequent the bordello—are stacked against Lily and her girls. But one phone call to the Sisterhood might just swing
the vote. And soon, even the highest courts in the land will prove no match for seven fearless friends determined to ensure that real justice is
served, Sisterhood style. Series praise “Spunky women who fight for truth, justice, and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law into their own hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
A woman’s dangerous past is never far behind her in this “gripping” romantic suspense novel from the #1 New York Times-bestselling
author (Publishers Weekly). Everything She Lost If her abusive husband hadn’t tried to kill her and her beloved dog Lucie, Helen Ward might
never have left her million-dollar home and run far away. Now Helen’s changed her identity and moved across the country, hopeful that she
can be safe, happy, maybe even loved. And when she meets college professor Sam Tolliver, she begins to believe fairytales do come true.
Gave Her Everything She Ever Wanted But even with love blossoming and her new online business venture taking off, Helen knows that the
past is catching up with her . . . and her fear is growing. Wanting to flee, desperate to get away for good, she’ll soon face the biggest
decision of her life, a decision that will determine her future and her very identity. “[Michaels’] direct style and breakneck pace keep it
humming.”—Kirkus Reviews Praise for Fern Michaels “Prose so natural that it seems you are witnessing a story rather than reading about
it.”—Los Angeles Sunday Times “Michaels’ Danielle Steel-like fun read has more plot twists than a soap opera, and will keep readers on
tenterhooks for the next in the series.”—Booklist “Michaels just keeps getting better and better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews

Mr. and Miss AnonymousKensington Publishing Corp.
An unforgettable novel about a young woman’s journey into the heart of the unknown from the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author. Callie James learned to survive in the squalid back alleys of Dublin. Tough, spirited, and possessed of a singular beauty,
she was sent to New York to find her fortune. But everywhere she turned there were men who saw only what they wanted to see
in her. Byrch Kenyon offered friendship and encouragement, but he also saw the desirable woman she would one day become.
Rossiter Powers, the rich son of a respected family, saw something else in Callie—and nearly destroyed her. Hugh MacDuff, rich
only in love and compassion, did his best to save her. But Callie—strong, smart and determined to succeed—insisted on taking
charge of her own destiny. Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels “Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.” —Booklist on Return
to Sender “A big, rich book in every way . . . I think Fern Michaels has struck oil with this one.” —Patricia Matthews on Texas Rich
“Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
#1 New York Times-Bestselling Author: A novel of Hollywood intrigue starring an “engaging version of the Golden Girls”
(Booklist). No sooner have Toots Loudenberry and her three best friends--Sophie, Ida, and Mavis--returned from Sacramento,
where Sophie provided some much-needed psychic advice to the First Lady of California, than another situation demands their
attention. . . Laura Leigh, a Hollywood starlet whose main talent seems to be landing in trouble, is missing. Toots' daughter, Abby,
has both a personal and professional stake in the story. Not only is she editor-in-chief at gossip magazine The Informer, but
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entertainment attorney Chris Clay, Abby's would-be beau, was the last person seen with Laura. And now he's missing, too. With
the help of friends in high--and low--places, the Godmothers will navigate Hollywood's glittering inner circles and seedy underbelly
to discover the truth. Along the way, they'll uncover unexpected secrets that not even one of Sophie's séances could have
predicted. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and The Godmothers Series "Pure recession-proof fun." --Publishers Weekly "Delightful. .
.witty, charming, and complicated, these four childhood chums prove that life is a gift no matter what age you are." --RT Reviews
A powerful, poignant novel of love, redemption, and family secrets from the incomparable #1 New York Times bestselling author
Fern Michaels. . . On his thirty-fifth birthday, Jake St. Cloud inherits a fortune—and learns the whereabouts of his mysterious halfbrother. On her deathbed, Selma St. Cloud revealed that Jake had a sibling, a product of his father's affair. At last, Jake is in a
position to track down Alex Rosario and make amends for their father's past neglect. At least, that's the plan. When their initial
meeting goes badly, a distraught Jake crashes his car and is sentenced to community work—with Alex as his parole officer. Jake
must spend a year helping Angelica Dancer and her daughter, Fancy, at the Dancer Foundation for neglected children. Fancy,
scarred within and without by the accident that ended her ballet career, is even less happy with the arrangement than Jake. Yet as
they're thrown together, Jake, Alex, Angelica, and Fancy make unexpected connections. And as he unravels the painful truths of
his past, Jake realizes that his mother's greatest gift to him lies not in his inheritance, but in the future, and the family, he's slowly
piecing together. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels "Tirelessly inventive and entertaining."—Booklist on Up Close and
Personal "Fast-moving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun."—Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous 60,000 Words.
With her soldier husband MIA, a dedicated wife and mother learns to adjust in this novel by the bestselling author of Seasons of
Her Life. Sometimes life is handed to you. Sometimes it’s taken away without warning. For Kate Starr, her life is now about
moving forward, not knowing if her husband has been killed in his tour of duty in Vietnam. Suddenly Kate must raise their two
daughters by herself and struggle with the U.S. government to get news of her husband. Slowly but surely, her fight to be heard
transforms Kate into a successful businesswoman ready to find love again and live life to the fullest—by learning to let go of the
very things that mean the most to her . . . Praise for #1 New York Times–author Fern Michaels and Her Novels “Tirelessly
inventive and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and Personal “Fast-moving . . . entertaining . . . a roller-coaster ride of
serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous “Michaels just keeps getting better and better with each book
. . .She never disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews on Forget Me Not
A “historical romance of ill-gotten riches and revenge on the high seas” from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Captive
Splendors (Booklist). Fury van der Rhys is the daughter of Sirena, the beautiful Sea Siren, who rode the high seas as commander
of a frigate, plundering the ships of the Dutch East India Company. Brandishing her mother’s sword, Fury sets sail for the coast of
Africa to challenge Amalie, the gorgeous black-hearted pretender to her mother’s legacy, and to fight for the tall, dark-eyed
Spaniard they both love and have sworn to have . . . Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels “Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and
tender.” —Booklist on Return to Sender “A big, rich book in every way . . . I think Fern Michaels has struck oil with this one.”
—Patricia Matthews on Texas Rich “Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers
Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
From the incomparable Fern Michaels comes a timeless story of desire, ambition, and star-crossed love, stretching from the
bustling streets of 19th century London to the untamed beauty of Australia. Since she was a young girl, Chelsea Myles has
performed with her uncle Cosmo's theater troupe, entertaining London's roughest crowds while Cosmo picks customers' pockets.
Fate has given her no other means of surviving. Until one night, a robbery goes awry and Chelsea is left holding a fortune in
gold--enough to buy her passage to Australia, and the chance of a new life. On board the vessel bound for New South Wales,
Chelsea meets charismatic Quaid Tanner, who's returning to his vineyard in Sydney. Their affair is as brief as it is blissful, for
Quaid holds a secret that must keep them apart. But beneath the endless skies of this bold new land, two passionate hearts will
defy the odds and overcome every obstacle to find a way back to each other. . . To Taste The Wine
A comprehensive look at the decline of the United States offers non-ideological remedies on how to overcome national self-doubt, reclaim
optimism, and secure a prosperous future for American citizens.
The bestselling author joins two of her series—the Sisterhood and the Godmothers—for a holiday adventure to remember. This Christmas,
instead of finding and punishing bad guys, all Maggie Spritzer wants is to bring a little more joy to the world—especially to a beloved teacher
from her past. And as the Sisterhood unites to find her, they learn that no holiday treat is as fulfilling as giving to others . . . Meanwhile, with a
little help from the other Godmothers, Toots Loudenberry is preparing for Charleston’s annual holiday showcase of historic homes. But when
the Godmothers sense trouble with one of the decorators, they must tackle a mystery and hope for a happy ending . . . When Sisters and
Godmothers unite, the result is a warm and wonderful holiday—with a special touch of magic . . . Praise for #1 New York Times–author Fern
Michaels and Her Novels “Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and Personal “Fast-moving . . . entertaining . . . a
roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous “Michaels just keeps getting better and better with
each book . . . She never disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews on Forget Me Not
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author, “a page turner and one of [her] best romantic suspense tales to date” (Fresh Fiction). Like
many college students struggling to get by, Lily Madison and Peter Kelly help pay for tuition by making donations to a local fertility clinic. One
day they meet each other at the clinic and find they have more in common than their mutual attraction, like the odd feeling all is not as it
seems at the clinic. But their meeting is brief, and Lily and Pete go their separate ways. Twenty years later, Pete, now a wealthy
entrepreneur, sees Lily in an airport and instantly falls for her all over again. While they enjoy their unlikely reunion, a story on the news
captures their attention: the disappearance of two teenage boys may be linked to the fertility clinic Pete and Lily visited in college. In a
shocking twist, one of the boys looks exactly like Pete . . . “Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . a colorful cast of crusaders and villains . . . a
roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.”—Publishers Weekly “Thrilling.”—Booklist Praise for Fern Michaels “Prose so natural that it seems you
are witnessing a story rather than reading about it.”—Los Angeles Sunday Times “Michaels’ Danielle Steel-like fun read has more plot twists
than a soap opera, and will keep readers on tenterhooks for the next in the series.”—Booklist “Michaels just keeps getting better and better
with each book . . . She never disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews
They bring joy, wonder--and all the happiness of the season. Let these delightful stories of love and miracles light up your holidays with
cheer. . . "Snow Angels," by Fern Michaels The only way irresistibly handsome Olympic skier Max Jorgenson wants to spend Christmas is. .
.alone. But when social worker Grace Landry stumbles into his log cabin during a snowstorm, an unexpected magic rekindles his heart, his
hopes, and the sweetest of Christmas dreams. . . "The Presents of Angels" by Marie Bostwick Ex-Rockette Kendra Loomis doesn't regret
giving up New York's bright lights to be a Vermont minister's wife. But their small town's Christmas countdown is becoming a major stressfest--and the only way she can save the day is to prove that giving is the most precious gift of all. . . "Decorations" by Janna McMahan All
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Michelle Duncan wanted for Christmas was a new life. And by helping her ailing mother she found one--as manager of a charming holiday
craft store. She never expected that the fringe benefits would be muscular sculptor Baxter Brow--and one last chance to make all her wishes
come true. . . "Miracle on Main Street" by Rosalind Noonan New York City policeman Joe Cody and his wife Sheila can't afford much of a
holiday for their two kids. He's sure not expecting much yuletide joy while working on Christmas Day--until a desperate wish and several
unexplainable events open his eyes to a wonderland of blessings and love. . .
>#1 "New York Times" bestselling author Fern Michaels has won millions of fans with her unforgettable, emotionally charged novels. In Mister
and Miss Anonymous, she explores the unexpected, often devastating, turns in life that pull people apart...and the twists of fate that bring
them back together again... College senior Lily Madison is on her own and desperate to pay for her last semester of school. With nowhere to
turn, she makes the difficult decision to donate her eggs to a fertility clinic. Sam Parker is also a penniless student who supplements his
tuition money by visiting a sperm bank. One day, Lily and Sam meet at the clinic and talk about their secret. They agree the clinic gives them
an odd feeling, as if all is not as it seems. Despite their obvious attraction, Lily and Sam go their separate ways. Twenty years have passed
and Lily often wonders if she has a child somewhere in the world. She also thinks a lot about Sam. Now a wealthy entrepreneur, Sam never
forgot Lily either, and when he sees her in an airport one day, he falls for her all over again. But while they enjoy their unlikely reunion, a story
on the news has them riveted. Two teenage boys are missing and their disappearance may be linked to the fertility clinic Sam and Lily visited
in college. In a shocking twist, one of the boys looks exactly like Sam. Lily and Sam are now determined to find out what really went on at the
clinic all those years ago. When the whole story comes out, the truth will be more than they bargained for. But they will discover that letting go
of their secrets from the past is the best way to build a future worth fighting for...
These Are Not Your Fairy Godmothers The debut of a wonderful new series, The Scoop is #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern
Michaels's introduction to The Godmothers, four unforgettable women who are about to get a whole new lease on life. . .LIFE STARTS NOW
Teresa "Toots" Amelia Loudenberry has crammed a great deal of living--not to mention eight much-loved husbands--into her varied and
rewarding life. Once again single, Toots is ready to taste life again, and fate has just handed her the perfect opportunity. . . The owner of the
gossip rag where Toots's daughter works is about to lose the paper to his gambling debts. Eager to keep her daughter employed among the
movers and shakers of Hollywood, Toots calls on her three trusted friends--Sophie, Mavis, and Ida--to help pull some strings. Together, they
hatch a plan that proves you should never underestimate Southern ladies of a certain age, and that each day can be a gift, if you're willing to
claim it. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and the Godmothers series "Michaels's engaging version of the Golden Girls." --Booklist "Witty,
charming, and complicated." --RT Reviews When Toots Loudenberry relocated to Los Angeles from South Carolina to be near her daughter,
Abby, she expected to bump into the occasional celebrity. She just never expected them to be dead. Meanwhile, Toots, Sophie, and Mavis
are concerned that the prestigious Dr. Sameer's budding romance with Ida may have something to do with his ailing bank balance. And
Abby's attempted makeover of the celebrity magazine The Informer into the most talked-about tabloid in town could end more than just her
career. But the Godmothers wouldn't be the Godmothers if they weren't pulling a few behind-the-scenes strings, and Abby's hopes of
changing the fortunes of The Informer are still alive. Yet it'll take an assist from a source no one could have predicted, let alone see, to secure
a story that will shake Tinseltown to its very core. . . LEAVING LA LA LAND Teresa "Toots" Loudenberry has a knack for finding adventure,
even when she's not looking for it. But ever since Sophie convinced her friends to start holding regular séances, life in Los Angeles is getting
a little too dramatic even for Toots's tastes. When Ida receives a message from the beyond suggesting that her late husband was murdered,
a spooked Toots decides it's time the Godmothers left LA for her hometown of Charleston. . . No sooner have Toots Loudenberry and her
three best friends—Sophie, Ida, and Mavis—returned from Sacramento, where Sophie provided some much-needed psychic advice to the First
Lady of California, when another situation demands their attention. . . Laura Leigh, a Hollywood starlet whose main talent seems to be
landing in trouble, is missing. Toots' daughter, Abby, has both a personal and professional stake in the story. Not only is she editor-in-chief at
gossip magazine The Informer, but entertainment attorney Chris Clay, Abby's would-be beau, was the last person seen with Laura. And now
he's missing, too. Life Is Full Of Surprises Teresa "Toots" Amelia Loudenberry has her quirks, but no one--especially not her trusted friends
Sophia, Ida, and Mavis--would ever question her loyalty. So it's no surprise when Toots decides to extend her stay in Charleston to help care
for her ailing housekeeper.
Join Team Sisterhood as they take down America’s most wanted in this electrifying thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Cross Roads. Thanks to a presidential pardon, the Sisterhood can put their fugitive days behind them and resume their lives in peace. Still, all
the women admit that lately things are a little too calm and peaceful. Meeting up for the first time in months to celebrate Kathryn’s birthday—in
the City of Sin, no less—seems like the perfect antidote. But before they can kick up their heels something too big to pass up is dropped into
their laps. The time has come to deal with Enemy #1, aka Hank Jellicoe, who’s wanted by the FBI, the CIA, and Homeland Security for
starters. President Connor herself has run out of patience with their lack of results. Only the Sisterhood, with their special blend of guts,
imagination, and friends in all places are capable of pulling off the impossible—of hunting down this monster and taking him out once and for
all . . . Series praise “Spunky women who fight for truth, justice, and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice “Readers will enjoy
seeing what happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law into their own hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors “Delectable . .
. deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus

The perfect Christmas gift from the pen of the beloved #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Santa Cruise. Being
dumped by your boyfriend on Christmas Eve is not the kind of surprise Morgan Ames was hoping to unwrap. Still, that’s
exactly what she found under the tree two years ago. What was even more surprising was that she promised she’d wait
two Christmases for his return—tonight—and she always keeps her promises. But a sudden snowstorm has other ideas,
including a romantic turn Morgan never imagined . . . Previously published in I’ll Be Home for Christmas Praise for the
writing of Fern Michaels “Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and Personal “Fast-moving . . .
Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous “A pageturner and one of the author’s best romantic suspense tales to date.” —Fresh Fiction on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
#1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels shows that deep inside every woman lies something beyond
extraordinary . . . Back in college, Jane Lewis would have given anything to be like homecoming queen Connie Bryan.
Instead, she was just Plain Jane—a painfully shy wallflower no one would remember. Today, lovely and confident Dr. Jane
Lewis has a thriving therapy practice, her own radio talk show, a beautiful old Louisiana mansion, and her affectionate,
goofy dog, Olive, to keep her company. The only thing missing is someone to share her life. Jane has never forgotten
Michael Sorenson, the boy she’d admired from afar in college. Now he’s inspiring her to hope for a future together.
She’s also never forgotten the brutal, unsolved attack that ended Connie Bryan’s life. Suddenly, the present collides
with the past as clues about the identities of Connie’s attackers send Jane into a world of risk and excitement,
challenging her to become a truly extraordinary woman . . . if she dares. “A tribute to the author.” —People
A single mother targets the man who abandoned her years ago in a “heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender” novel by
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the New York Times-bestselling author (Booklist). At seventeen, Rosalind "Lin" Townsend found herself pregnant and
alone. Her deeply religious father threw her out of the house, and Nick Pemberton, her baby's father, refused to marry
her. Yet even at the lowest point in her life, Lin vowed to succeed on her own terms, and to give her son, Will, all the love
and happiness she'd been denied. Nineteen years later, Lin has made good on her promises, and Will is about to head
up north to start his freshman year at NYU. But when Lin visits New York with Will, she crosses paths with the one man
she thought she'd never see again--Nick Pemberton, now a millionaire CEO, and the man who sent back all her letters
unopened. Seeing him fills Lin with anger, and she resolves to right the wrong he did to Will. If she succeeds, like she
has with everything else, the cost of revenge may be the loss of a bright new future. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and her
novels "Tirelessly inventive and entertaining." --Booklist on Up Close and Personal "Fast-moving. . .entertaining. . .a rollercoaster ride of serendipitous fun." --Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous "A page-turner and one of the
author's best romantic suspense tales to date." --Fresh Fiction on Mr. and Miss Anonymous "Tirelessly inventive and
entertaining." --Booklist on Up Close and Personal "Fast-moving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous
fun." --Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous "A page-turner and one of the author's best romanti
Identity theft has consequences. The wrath of the Sisterhood is one of them. From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Razor Sharp. For the women of the Sisterhood, planning a lavish reception for their longtime ally, attorney
Lizzie Fox, at their lux mountain retreat is the ideal way to unwind after their latest successful mission. The only cloud
over the happy occasion is that their mentor, Charles, is still mysteriously absent. But amid the friendly bickering about
floral arrangements, cake tiers, and wedding favors, the ladies of Pinewood receive a frantic phone call from Nikki’s
fiancé, Jack Emery. Harry Wong—Yoko’s true love and a staunch supporter of the Sisterhood—has become the victim of a
ruthless identity theft ring. Harry’s bank accounts have been closed out, his beloved dojo is being foreclosed, and he’s
being evicted. Distraught, Yoko is about to rush down the mountain to Harry’s aid when the Sisters intercept her. A
situation like Harry’s requires finesse, careful planning, and the Sisterhood’s distinctive brand of vigilante justice . . .
Series praise “Spunky women who fight for truth, justice, and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet, Michaelsstyle.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Now sober, Atlanta homicide detective Patrick "Tick" Kelly, still haunted by the murder of his wife and children, gets an
unexpected second chance at happiness when he works with former DEA agent Kate Rush to expose a local human
trafficking ring.
A secret team of modern-day Robin Hoods targets corrupt landlords in this spinoff from the New York Times-bestselling
Sisterhood series… In the second episode of a spectacular three-part series from New York Times bestselling author Fern
Michaels, the men in the Sisterhood's lives join forces to protect the underdog and see justice served. . . It takes a
special kind of man to love and be loved by one of the Sisterhood. The women's escapades have brought them
worldwide fame and created a bond among their menfolk too. But now, Jack, Ted, Harry, Joe, Bert and Abner have
formed a secret group of their own and they've got a project in mind—taking down some of Washington, D.C.'s most
ruthless slum landlords. First step: making reparations to the tenants who've suffered. Second step: making sure the bad
guys pay. Ted, Jack, and company must find a way to hit the villains where it hurts most. Good thing these modern-day
Robin Hoods have learned from the best, and that the Sisterhood can always be counted on to help fight for what's right.
. . “The Men of the Sisterhood series has it all.” —RT Book Reviews
For a New Jersey cartoonist, the death of her parents reveals a bevy of secrets in this novel by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of Fancy Dancer. With a popular comic strip, card line, and children’s cartoon to her name,
Lucy Brighton should be in a happy place. But the ache of a cold, lonely childhood lingers on. Even though she still lives
in the New Jersey house where she grew up, Lucy has had little contact with her parents since they moved to Florida five
years ago. Then Lucy receives a call that her parents have been killed in a car crash. While settling their affairs in
Florida, Lucy begins to realize how little she really knew about their lives. She has no way to explain the mysterious safe
in their bedroom, with its cache of fake passports, cash, and weapons. What secrets were the Brightons keeping? Were
they even who they claimed to be? The answers will shatter everything she once believed about her parents—and about
herself. Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels “Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and
Personal “Fast-moving . . . entertaining . . . a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and
Miss Anonymous “Michaels knows what readers expect from her and she delivers each and every time.” —RT Book
Reviews on Perfect Match
A spirited young woman conquers the high seas in this bold historical romance from the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author of Captive Passions. Proud and beautiful Sirena Córdez was once commander of her own ship, battling pirates to
avenge her sister’s violent death. But Sirena’s life as the Sea Siren ends when she meets Regan van der Rhys.
Handsome, ruthless, and as fearless as she, Regan is the only man who can possess her, body and soul. Once enemies
on water, they become lovers on land until their marriage is shattered by heartbreaking tragedy. Abandoned by her
husband and left to face an uncertain future, the Sea Siren hoists sail again, embarking on a passion-filled voyage to
reclaim her destiny . . . Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels “Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.” —Booklist on
Return to Sender “A big, rich book in every way . . . I think Fern Michaels has struck oil with this one.” —Patricia
Matthews on Texas Rich “Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers
Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
From the best-selling author of the Sisterhood books, as well as Mr. and Miss Anonymous, comes a new book in the
Godmothers series. (general fiction).
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Wilbur, the pig, is saddened when he learns he is destined to be the farmer's Christmas dinner. After some discussion,
Charlotte, his spider friend, decides to help Wilbur.
Count on the Sisterhood to skirt the law in the name of justice.From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Gotcha!
Myra Rutledge isn’t ready to mothball the Sisterhood just yet. When Maggie Spitzer, former editor-in-chief of the Post
and an honorary member of the Sisterhood, arrives with a new mission in mind, the Vigilantes are soon gathering in their
war room once more. While catching up on each other’s lives, they plan a brilliant campaign against a duo of corrupt
judges running a moneymaking racket that sends young offenders to brutal boot camps, often on trumped-up charges.
Their enemies are powerful and ruthless, but the Sisterhood have their own formidable allies—including former President
Martine Connor. Once their scheme takes off, the guilty won’t know what hit them . . . Series praise “Spunky women
who fight for truth, justice, and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law into their own hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors
“Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
A doctor’s life is turned upside down when she meets a rock star in this novel by the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author of Finders Keepers. A brilliant career and loving friends weren't enough to heal Dr. Sara Killian’s aching heart. For
brief, magical moment, world famous rock star Dallas Lord was part of her life. Then he was suddenly and tragically
taken away. But before he disappeared, Dallas gave Sara a priceless gift—a beautiful love song written just for her. It’s a
legacy that will take Sara places she’d never dreamed of—into intrigue, betrayal and deadly danger. And, when she
meets Adam Lord, Dallas’s older brother, she will find herself torn—between Adam, the most attractive and complicated
man she’d ever known, and Dallas, the man her heart won’t let her forget . . . Praise for the novels of Fern Michaels
“Michaels knows what readers expect from her and she delivers each and every time.” —RT Book Reviews on Perfect
Match “Secrets, revenge and personal redemption . . . [a] tale of strong emotions and courage.” —Publishers Weekly on
No Safe Secret
Four all-new holiday offerings from today’s favorite authors remind us that when love is on your list, you never have to
stop believing. . . . “A Winter Wonderland” by #1 New York Times–bestselling author Fern Michaels Angelica Shepard
left New York for Christmas in Colorado to relax and unwind—but an out-of-control snowboarder almost had her laid to
rest. When she wakes up in the hospital, all she remembers is the handsome angel who saved her . . . “The Joy of
Christmas” by Holly Chamberlin, bestselling author of All Our Summers Not all happiness is good for you—or that’s what
Iris Karr thinks when she decides to move away instead of marrying her sweetheart Ben. Even years later, living with that
decision isn't easy—until a familiar face comes to call her home for the holidays . . . “The Christmas Thief” by New York
Times–bestselling author Leslie Meier Elizabeth Stone is ready for a white Christmas in Tinker’s Cove, Maine—until a
fancy Yule ball at the Florida hotel where she works dumps snow on her plans. The sponsor’s jewels have gone missing
and the police are asking about her ties to a cute mystery guest. Good thing Elizabeth’s mother, Lucy Stone, flew down
to surprise her. ’Tis the season for a little investigating . . . “The Christmas Collector” by New York Times–bestselling
author Kristina McMorris Estate liquidator Jenna Matthews isn’t one for Christmas nostalgia. But when one
grandmother’s keepsakes suggest a secret life, unwrapping the mystery leads Jenna—and her client’s handsome
grandson—to the true heart of the holiday spirit.
One of the most acclaimed storytellers of her time, #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels weaves
unforgettable tales of love, family, friendship, and self-discovery. Together in one volume for the first time, here are two
classic stories about following your heart--wherever it leads. . . All She Can Be Rita Bellamy has had enviable success as
an author, but it came at the expense of her marriage. Now she's starting over in a small lakeside cottage, slowly
rebuilding the confidence that was shattered. But is the younger man next door a fun, frivolous diversion or something
much more? Free Spirit Moving to Washington D.C. to be with Griff should be the beginning of an exciting new chapter in
Dory's life. Yet there are adjustments too, and sacrifices she never expected. And soon Dory must weigh the price of love
against everything she hoped to gain. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels "Tirelessly inventive and entertaining."
--Booklist on Up Close and Personal "Fast-moving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun."
--Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous "Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender." --Booklist on Return to
Sender
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